I. Introduction
An assignment problem (AP) is a particular type of transportation problem where n tasks (jobs) are to be assigned to an equal number of n machines (workers) in one to one basis such that the assignment cost (or profit) is minimum (or maximum).Hence, it can be considered as a balanced transportation problem in which all supplies and demands are equal, and the number of rows and columns in the matrix are identical. Various ranking procedures have been developed since 1975 where the theories of fuzzy sets first introduced by Zadeh [21] . Ranking fuzzy numbers proposed by Jain [13] for decision making in fuzzy situations by representing the ill-defined quantity as a fuzzy set. Since then, various procedures to rank fuzzy quantities are proposed by various researchers. Bortolan and Degani [4] reviewed some of these ranking methods for ranking fuzzy subsets. Chen [6] presented ranking fuzzy numbers with maximizing set and minimizing set. Dubois and Prade presented the mean value of fuzzy number. Lee and Li [16] presented a comparison of fuzzy numbers based on the probability measure of fuzzy events. Chen and Chen [7] derived a new method on ranking generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers based on centroid point and standard deviations. Till date, several researchers studied extensively to solve fuzzy assignment problems in various ways. The triangular fuzzy numbers are defuzzified by using centriod ranking formula .In section 2 some elementary concepts and operations of fuzzy set theory have been reviewed. In section 3, corresponding algorithms have been proposed for Fuzzy assignment problems. In section 4 the proposed method is illustrated by a numerical example II. Basic definitions 2.1Fuzzy set: A fuzzy set is characterized by a membership function mapping element of a domain, space or universe of discourse X to the unit interval 
2.2Fuzzy Number
A real number is a fuzzy subset of the real number R with membership function satisfying the following conditions, is continuous from R to the closed interval 
Triangular Fuzzy Number
The fuzzy number is a triangular fuzzy numbers, denoted by = ( 1 ,a 2 , 3 ) its membership function is given below the figure. 
Assignment Problems with fuzzy costs using Ones Assignment Method
1 3 (b 1 + 2 + 3 ) if ( ) < 0
Linguistic Variable
In more specific terms ,a linguistic variable is characterized by a quintuple (ν, T(ν),U,G,M) in which ν is the name of the variable; T(ν) the term-set of ν, that is, the collection of its linguistic values; U is an universe of discourse; G is a syntactic rule which generates the terms in T(ν) and M is a semantic rule which associates with each linguistic value X its meaning, M(X), where M(X) denotes a fuzzy subset of U. The meaning of a linguistic value X is characterized by a compatibility function, C: → [0, I], which associates with each u in U its compatibility with X
III. Assignment Method
The assignment problem can be stated in the form of n x n cost matrix [c ij ] of real numbers as given in the following table
Mathematically assignment problem can be stated as Minimize = 
Algorithm for the proposed method : ( Balanced /Unbalanced assignment problem )
If the number of rows is not equal to the number of columns then the problem is termed as unbalanced assignment problem then this problem into change balanced assignment problem as follows necessary number of dummy row (s) / column(s) are added such that the cost matrix is a square matrix the values for the entries in the dummy row (s) / column(s) are assumed to be zero. By defuzzifying the fuzzy cost coefficients into crisp coefficients by centriod ranking formula we can solve. This problem is obviously the crisp assignment problem of the form (1) which can be solved by Ones Assignment Method. step 1. In a minimization (maximization) case, find the minimum (maximum) element of each row in the assignment matrix (say ai) and write it on the right hand side of the matrix. Then divide each element of ith row of the matrix by ai. These operations create at least one ones in each rows. In term of ones for each row and column do assignment, otherwise go to step 2. step 2. Find the minimum (maximum) element of each column in assignment matrix (say bj ), and write it below jth column. Then divide each element of jth column of the matrix by bj .These operations create at least one ones in each columns. Make assignment in terms of ones.If no feasible assignment can be achieved from step (1) and (2) then go to step3. Note: In a maximization case, the end of step 2 we have a fuzzy matrix,which all elements are belong to [0, 1] , and the greatest element is one [4] . step 3. Draw the minimum number of lines to cover all the ones of the matrix. If the number of drawn lines less than n, then the complete assignment is not possible, while if the number of lines is exactly equal to n, then the complete assignment is obtained step 4. If a complete assignment program is not possible in step 3 , then select the smallest ( largest) element (say dij) out of those which do not lie on any of the lines in the above matrix. Then divide by dij each element of the uncovered rows or columns, which dij lies on it. This operation create some new ones to this row or column. If still a complete optimal assignment is not achieved in this new matrix, then use step 4 and 3 iteratively. By repeating the same procedure the optimal assignment will be obtained. Priority, plays an important role in this method, When we want to assign the ones. Priority rule. For maximization (minimization) assignment problem, assign the ones on the rows which have greatest (smallest) element on the right hand side, respectively.
IV. Numerical example
Consider the following fuzzy assignment problem. Assign the four jobs to the four machines so as to minimize the total cost. Find the minimum (maximum) element of each row in the assignment matrix (say ai) and write it on the right hand side of the matrix. Then divide each element of ith row of the matrix by ai.
